Introduction

In the hands of a champion the golf swing is a complex movement of great power and beauty. Despite the image of a single type of swing, the swing can be modified through the use of different equipment and is dependent on the level of skill and physical characteristics of those that use it. While each golfer has a unique swing, two swing types are predominately used, the classic swing and the modern swing. The classic swing was dominant until the 1960s when Jack Nicklaus altered the ‘face of golf’ by producing shots that achieved great height and distance with a new swing termed the modern swing. Such is the popularity of the modern golf swing, that golf emblems like the American PGA tour logo display the traditional form of the modern golf swing. Indeed, the modern golf swing is quite common in the professional ranks, with high-profile older golfers such as Greg Norman, Fred Couples and Tom Watson using the modern golf swing, particularly in their prime. Today’s golfers also display this golf swing, Colin Montgomerie, Tiger Woods and Adam Scott, to name a few, with many young golfers wanting to emulate this type of golf swing.

Knowledge of the differences in the golf swing can assist the practitioner in the management and prevention of golf-related injury. Furthermore, as a golfer ages and loses range of motion, sprain/strain injury may result. Such golfers may benefit from a modification of their golf swing that is suited to their physical capabilities. The purpose of this paper is to provide a descriptive overview of the classic and modern golf swings in a right-handed golfer. A discussion of how these swings can influence the potential for injury, particularly of the lower back, is presented. The authors propose a third swing: the hybrid swing, which combines elements of the classic and modern swings. The hybrid swing aims to capture the advantages of each swing without the deleterious effects of injury.
Experiments have revealed that the right knee experiences its peak force near impact and follow-through. The forces described above have peak levels during the terminal downswing and acceleration phases of the golf swing, and amateur golfers experience greater forces than professional golfers. Experiments have revealed that the right knee experiences its peak force at the end of the backswing when the club is moving slowly, while the left knee demonstrates peak force near impact and follow-through. Analysis of motion displayed during the golf swing at distinct areas of the body (shoulder, wrist, low back, foot, knee) have also been performed. These studies analyse a generic golf swing with no particular reference to the type of swing, nor do they highlight the possibility of different types of swings.

By contrast to the kinematic analyses, a number of EMG studies have analysed the muscle activity that occurs during the golf swing of both the upper body/limb and lower body/trunk. These studies investigated the proportion of maximal contraction in muscles activated during different phases of the swing. Again, none of these studies have referred to the possibility of different types of golf swing. A summary of major EMG findings during the golf swing can be seen in Table I. For more detailed review of EMG studies, the reader is directed to McHardy and Pollard.

The subjects used in the majority of the EMG studies have been professional or high-level amateur golfers. As these golfers make up approximately 5% of all golfers, consideration should be given to the concept that the golf swings examined in these studies may not be representative of the average golfer, and therefore the findings of these studies may not reasonably be extrapolated to the average golfer.

The swings analysed in these studies may be classed as ‘generic’ swing types as no description of swing characteristics are mentioned. However, two discrete swing have been identified, the classic and the modern golf swings. Little scientific study has been conducted on the difference between the modern and classic golf swings. While all golf swings are unique, and are dependant on individual age, gender and physical characteristics, they fall within broad classifications and there is a need to describe distinct swing types. Classifications are important as they allow a practitioner to recognise and correlate the golf swing described within the literature to the golf swing of their patients. Stover et al. briefly described the modern golf swing, while Adlington briefly mentioned the two types of golf swing in a review of back pain in golf. Despite these cursory attempts, there has been no kinematic or kinetic analysis of a comparison of the classic and modern golf swings. This paper attempts to provide the practitioner with a practical anatomical model of the modern and classic golf swing and highlight the differences displayed between the two swing types.

**The golf swing**

It must be noted that the golf swing is individualistic and each person has a unique swing that incorporates factors such as:

---

### Table I. Predominant muscle activity during the golf swing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscles most active – upper body</th>
<th>Muscles most active – Lower body/trunk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Backswing</td>
<td>Left erector spinae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right semimembranosus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early downswing</td>
<td>Left vastus lateralis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right gluteus maximus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>Left biceps femoris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>Right abdominal oblique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early follow-through</td>
<td>Left long head of biceps femoris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right gluteus media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late follow-through</td>
<td>Left semimembranosus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right vastus lateralis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5, 9, 12, 42, commencing with Rehling in 1955 and most recently by Egret et al. Particular areas of attention include the lower back/trunk, shoulder/upper body, forearm/wrist, knee, and the foot-ground interaction during the golf swing. Analysis of the golf swing has progressed from 2-dimensional kinetic analysis to 3-dimensional analysis, as well as kinematic and electromyographic (EMG) analysis. Kinetic analysis of the golf swing investigates the forces in the golf swing that produce movement, while kinematic analysis provides information on the geometrical form of the golf swing, but does not provide data on forces encountered in the golf swing. EMG analysis provides information on muscle activity that produces the movement used by the body to produce the golf swing. Pure kinematic analysis involves theta angles and plots of x, y and z co-ordinates that can be used to examine force vectors encountered during the golf swing at specific sites. Many of the data collected are difficult to interpret for non-biomechanist clinicians.

Kinetic analysis of the golf swing, which examines forces produced during the golf swing allows the investigator to identify the loads on specific areas of the body. These studies can help practitioners understand where the body may be prone to excessive forces that may lead to inefficient movement or injury. Such studies have found that the lower back encounters excessive loading of lateral bending, axial rotation, shear forces and compression. The forces described above have peak levels during the terminal downswing and acceleration phases of the golf swing, and amateur golfers experience greater forces than professional golfers. Experiments have revealed that the right knee experiences its peak force at the end of the backswing when the club is moving slowly, while the left knee demonstrates peak force near impact and follow-through. Analysis of motion displayed during the golf swing at distinct areas of the body (shoulder, wrist, low back, foot, knee) have also been performed. These studies analyse a generic golf swing with no particular reference to the type of swing, nor do they highlight the possibility of different types of swings.
age, height, weight and flexibility. The descriptions provided henceforth are general characteristics of the two most common swing types. The golf swing can be divided into a number of postures and phases that occur during the process of swinging the club to hit the ball (Table II, Figs 1 - 4). A summary of the modern and classic golf swing in each phase is given in Table III.

The following descriptions of the modern and classic golf swings are based on roundtable professional golfer consensus and studies examining joint motion ranges of the golf swing. It must be noted that there is a need to quantify these descriptions with future biomechanical studies (kinetic, kinematic and EMG) of the modern and classic golf swings.

**Address (in the right-handed golfer)**

The address position of the classic and modern golf swing is similar. At the address position the feet are slightly splayed out (slight hip/knee external rotation), the left at approximately 20-30º to square and the right at about 10º. The knees are slightly flexed (as comfortable, approximately 20-25º), as are the hips. The neck is flexed to look at the ball. In the address position, the shoulders are slightly flexed and adducted to form an upturned triangle, with a line drawn across the shoulder being the base and the hands being the apex. Because the right hand is situated below the left when gripping the club, there is a right lateral flexion of the spine of approximately 16º which results in the left shoulder being higher than the right when viewed from behind. Weight is distributed evenly onto both feet with the forefoot taking the majority of weight. The centre of gravity runs through the shoulders, the knees and the mid-foot.

**The backswing**

The backswing is characterised by a rotation of the shoulder girdle to the right, anatomically resulting in right-scapula retraction and left-scapula protraction as the scapulas move around the trunk in a clockwise movement. This results in the upper and middle trapezius on the right and the subscapular is on the left being the most active muscles in the upper body, with the rhomboids also active. The pelvic muscles provide a stable base for the trunk to rotate, while lumbo-pelvic movement results from hamstring group activation as the body weight transfers to the right side.

**Top of the backswing**

The degree of upper-body rotation at the top of the backswing creates a tightly coiled body to store energy that produces the clubhead speed seen at impact. In the modern swing, the upper body is fully rotated, from 80º to approximately 110º, depending on characteristics of the golfer such as age/flexibility. McTeigue et al., in 1994 found senior PGA tour professionals displayed nearly 80º upper body ro-

### TABLE II. Summary of the phases/postures of the golf swing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Golf swing phase/posture</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>The position that the player adopts in preparation to initiate the golf swing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backswing</td>
<td>Initial movement of club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swings in arc away from ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ends when shaft of club is parallel to ground, with clubhead facing target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top of backswing</td>
<td>End of backswing, before the initiation of downswing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downswing</td>
<td>Club returns along a similar path to that of the backswing in preparation to hit the ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ends with shaft parallel to ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>From shaft horizontal to impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most active part of swing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>The clubhead hits the ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early follow-through</td>
<td>From impact to club horizontal to ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late follow-through</td>
<td>From club horizontal to end of swing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Results in the hands finishing over the left shoulder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III. Differences between the modern and classic golf swing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Modern golf swing</th>
<th>Classic golf swing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Similar to classic</td>
<td>Similar to modern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backswing</td>
<td>Early wrist cocking</td>
<td>Late wrist cocking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top of backswing</td>
<td>Limited pelvic rotation compared to shoulder rotation</td>
<td>Equal amounts of pelvic and shoulder rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited body movement to right</td>
<td>Large movement of body to right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All of left foot on ground (bar lateral aspect)</td>
<td>Only left toes in contact with ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downswing</td>
<td>Hips initiate downswing</td>
<td>Whole body initiates downswing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>Hips ahead of shoulders</td>
<td>Hips equal with shoulders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relatively large degree of right lateral flexion in trunk</td>
<td>Low amount of right lateral flexion in trunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-through</td>
<td>Hyperextension in lower back</td>
<td>Lower back in relatively neutral position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Momentum directed upwards</td>
<td>Momentum directed forwards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tation and PGA tour and amateurs displayed nearly 90° rotation. In contrast, Burden et al. in 1998 found an average of nearly 110° in a study of 8 sub-10 handicap golfers, with one golfer displaying a shoulder rotation of over 130°. The rotation of the upper body is also dependent on the type of shot the golfer wants to play. For example, if a golfer is hitting into the wind the rotation will be less than on other occasions to provide more control than power. Shoulder rotation at the top of the backswing results in the back facing the target, and

Fig. 1. The address position.

Fig. 2. Backswing phase.

Fig. 3. Downswing phase.

Fig. 4. Follow-through phase.
there is between 30° and 45° of pelvic rotation, again dependent on golfer characteristics.\textsuperscript{1,6,37} 

Most of the rotation in the spine occurs at the lumbar and lower thoracic regions, with the differential amount of rotation between the shoulders and the pelvis creating mechanical load on the lower back (Fig. 5). This differential is referred to as the ‘X factor’, a value rated on the potential power that can be produced during the modern swing. The adoption of this position has been anecdotally related to the predisposition of lower back injuries.\textsuperscript{36,37} It is thought that the higher the X factor (also called the separation angle), the greater the ability to facilitate a higher clubhead speed at impact and hence ball velocity. Cheetham et al.\textsuperscript{10} however, investigated how the X factor changes early in the downswing and found a significantly greater increase in X factor early in the downswing (termed the X factor stretch) in professionals compared with mid-skilled golfers (handicap 15). Cheetham et al.\textsuperscript{10} subsequently suggested that the X factor stretch was more important to an effective swing than simply the X factor achieved at the top of the backswing.

The lateral aspect of the left foot lifts off the ground and more weight is borne on the right foot, depending on how much right lateral weight shift the upper body performs. Scientific literature suggests 60-80% of the weight is borne on the right side,\textsuperscript{2,43} while literature from golf professionals suggests the upper limits of this figure.\textsuperscript{3} The right side of the pelvis acts to stabilise the swing at this point. The main difference in the backswing of the classic swing is that there is a large pelvic turn (also known as hip turn) to accompany the upper body turn (Fig. 5). As a result of the increased hip turn, the separation angle between shoulder and pelvic rotation is less, resulting in less torque being placed on the lower back in the classic swing. More right lateral weight shift is seen in the classic swing compared with the modern swing.

This position places large forces on the acromioclavicular joint that can lead to injury.\textsuperscript{23}

The downswing

The hips initiate the modern downswing, while the whole body initiates the classic downswing.\textsuperscript{13,42,5} In both swings, the left shoulder is adducted across the chest.\textsuperscript{33,38} This phase quickly returns the club back to the ball, with left trunk and hip rotation and a transfer of weight from the right side to the left, resulting in right gluteal and right biceps femoris activation.\textsuperscript{3,32} The left pelvic and hamstring muscles are active to provide a pivot point for the left lumbopelvic rotation and weight transfer is enhanced by the activity of the vastus lateralis and adductor magnus.\textsuperscript{4,32} In the upper body, the combined movement of left rotation of the shoulder girdle and scapular rotation in an anteclockwise direction around the trunk results in large activity of the left medial scapula stabilisers/retractors.\textsuperscript{15,34,32,33,47} Of the rotator cuff muscles, the most active muscle is the subscapularis, more so on the right, while the other cuff muscles display a low level of activity (less than 30% of manual muscle strength on testing).\textsuperscript{45} Muscle activity on the right side is high in the pectoralis major to initiate internal shoulder rotation and flexion, and the upper serratus anterior contracts to assist scapular protraction. The acceleration phase sees large activity in the left pectoralis major to control left arm abduction and external rotation (eccentric contraction).

Impact

In the modern swing, pelvic movement leads the upper body at impact. This results in a large degree of right lateral flexion in the spine.\textsuperscript{21,40,41} In comparison, the trunk displays a reduced amount of right lateral flexion in the classic swing, resulting in a reduced compressive load on the right side of the lower back when compared with the modern swing. Maximal axial rotation and right lateral flexion occur just after impact, and the combination of these two movements produces what has been termed the ‘crunch factor’.\textsuperscript{40,41} It has been postulated that a high crunch factor is a factor in lower back injury during impact. A significantly higher crunch factor has been found in young adults (18-21 years) when compared with senior (over 50 years) golfers.\textsuperscript{46} In addition, there is a large amount of forearm flexor activity just prior to impact, known as the flexor burst.\textsuperscript{13} Wrist and elbow injuries most commonly occur at impact, particularly when the ground or a tree root is struck (unpublished data). The sudden loading of the soft-tissue structures of the wrist and elbow may lead to an acute injury if the force is large enough, or insidious overuse injury, with repetition.\textsuperscript{33}

The ‘hitting zone’ (before impact, impact and after impact) is important to every golfer. This is where the power and accuracy of the golf swing merge to produce a successful shot. The clubhead path and alignment in the 12 inches (30 cm) either side of impact determine how accurate the golf shot will be.\textsuperscript{38} From a coaching and player perspective, if the

---

![Fig. 5. The modern top of backswing (left) compared with the classic top of backswing (right).](image-url)
clubhead is square to the target and the path of the clubhead at pre- and postimpact is square, the ball will travel straight in the intended direction of the flag. However, if they are not, the ball will travel either in a curved path or in a direction that is not straight at the flag. An open clubface at impact will create clockwise spin and a fade/slice, and a closed clubface will create anticlockwise spin and a draw/hook shot. A clubhead that passes from inside to out will result in a ball heading to the right of the target, and a clubhead that passes from outside to in will result in a ball heading to the left of the target. For further discussion of clubhead paths and club alignment at impact, the reader is directed to Miller et al.38

Follow-through

In the modern swing, the upper body lags/trails the pelvis after impact, and results in the lower back adopting a position of extension. This end position is commonly known as the reverse ‘C’,39,45 a line drawn from the right heel along the leg, up the pelvis and trunk to the left shoulder and head resembles the line drawn by a backwards ‘C’ (Fig. 6). This position is quite common in the professional ranks, with high-profile older golfers such as Greg Norman, Fred Couples and Tom Watson displaying it, particularly in their prime. Today’s golfers also display this position, including Colin Montgomerie, Tiger Woods and Adam Scott, to name a few. The modern swing transfers much of the swing momentum upwards to the pelvis and trunk to the left shoulder and head resembles the line drawn by a backwards ‘C’ (Fig. 6). This position is quite common in the professional ranks, with high-profile older golfers such as Greg Norman, Fred Couples and Tom Watson displaying it, particularly in their prime. Today’s golfers also display this position, including Colin Montgomerie, Tiger Woods and Adam Scott, to name a few. The modern swing transfers much of the swing momentum upwards to achieve greater height during ball flight.17 The classic swing displays a relatively straight spine at a similar stage resulting in reduced lumbar extension compared with the modern swing (Fig. 6). The classic swing continues the momentum forward (resulting in a lower ball trajectory) and many of the classic swingers could take a step into a walk after hitting the ball as a result of the forward momentum.31 In contrast, the modern swing is completed with the centre of gravity over the legs, with no forward momentum of the body. The follow-through of the golf swing is characterised by continued leg-muscle activity, aiding both weight transfer and left-side stability, while in the early follow-through continued activity occurs of the pectoralis major muscles following from the acceleration phase.32 Rotator cuff activity is also high to control the arm movement in this deceleration phase. Injuries to the lower back tend to occur in this phase of the golf swing (unpublished data), while Sugaya et al.50 found a correlation of right lower back pain and the follow-through phase of the golf swing in professional golfers.

Epidemiology

The most common sites of injury in the golfer are dependant on skill level and gender. Depending on which study is cited, professional golfers are most likely to injure their lower back (22 - 24%), wrist (20 - 27%) and elbow (7 - 10%).16,30,51 Sugaya et al.50 found that the lower back and the neck were the two most common injury sites in professional golfers. The most common mechanisms of injury for professional golfers are: repetitive practice of the golf swing and hitting an object other than the ball while swinging the golf club.38 In amateur golfers, the sites of injury are most commonly the lower back (15 - 34%), elbow (25 - 33%) and wrist (13 - 20%), with different ranges for male (lower back 25 - 36%, elbow 18 - 28% and wrist 8 - 33%) and female golfers (lower back 22 - 27%, elbow 6 - 50% and wrist 12 - 36%).3,7,16,29,51 Researchers39 have reported the lower back as the most common site of injury in males while Batt1 reported the wrist as the most common site injured. The elbow is a common injury site in golfers, particularly in females5,16 with the lateral elbow more commonly injured at a rate of 5:1.29 Overuse through excessive play/practice, poor biomechanics of the swing (e.g. reverse pivot, wrist casting, lumbar hyperextension) and hitting the ground or an object during the swing are the most common injury mechanisms.3,29

Although uncommon, catastrophic injury can result from being hit by a golf ball, and these injuries are the most likely reason for an adult to be admitted to hospital for a golf-related injury. In children, being struck by a golf club is the most common reason for hospital admission. Adult injuries are most likely to occur on a golf course, while children are more likely to be injured in the home environment.56 Further analysis of golf-injury epidemiology is beyond the scope of this paper, and the interested reader is directed to McHardy et al.31

Discussion

The lower back is commonly injured in golf, with many injuries the result of the golf swing. Given that golf has a high participation rate (10% population), particularly in the over-40 age group, it is likely that patients with golf-related lower back
injury will present to primary health care providers. Insight into how these injuries may have been sustained is therefore important. Fortunately, a number of previous studies have compared the range of motion of golfers with and without lower back pain.\textsuperscript{18,26,53}

Vad\textsuperscript{53} investigated lumbar and hip range of motion findings between professional golfers with lower back pain and non-sufferers and found that those with pain had significantly decreased lumbar extension, lead hip (left in right-handed golfers) internal rotation and FABERE testing. Lindsay and Horton\textsuperscript{26} in a study of professional golfers with and without lower back pain found that those with lower back pain displayed more lumbar flexion at the address position and exhibited significantly greater left-side bending on the backswing. Those with lower back pain also had less trunk rotation during range of motion testing, which resulted in a relative ‘supramaximal’ rotation of their spines during the golf swing.\textsuperscript{26} The golfers without pain also demonstrated over twice as much trunk flexion velocity on the downswing.\textsuperscript{26} A further study on abdominal activation in elite male golfers with chronic lower back pain and asymptomatic controls found that abdominal muscle activity and muscle fatigue characteristics were quite similar after repetitive golf swings.\textsuperscript{18} However, those with chronic lower back pain experienced increased lower back pain following repetitive golf swings, suggesting an aggravation of strain on some part of the musculoskeletal system.\textsuperscript{18} However, at no stage did these studies determine what golf swing type subjects displayed. Sugaya et al.\textsuperscript{50} examined lower back pain in right-handed professional golfers and found over half reported experiencing right-side lower back pain, with a correlation between the follow-through phase of the golf swing and right-side lower back pain. Additionally, Hosea et al.\textsuperscript{26} found that peak loading of the lower back occurred during the downswing and that amateur golfers displayed higher peak forces in the golf swing than professional golfers. Once again, at no stage did these studies determine differences between golf swing types. Further analysis of the epidemiology of lower back pain in golfers is beyond the scope of this paper and interested readers are directed to a recent review for a more in-depth discussion.\textsuperscript{34}

The subtleties of changes that can occur in the golf swing highlight the potential advantage for the practitioner who understands the golf swing and its variations. The modern golf swing is a popular swing type that has proliferated in the amateur and professional ranks since the 1970s. The reported advantage of the modern golf swing over the more traditional classic golf swing is the higher ball flight achieved. This feature produces a loftier and softer landing approach shot to the green,\textsuperscript{33} which allows the golfer to hit the ball at the flag knowing the ball will stop shortly after landing. Other factors can also influence the golf swing and the trajectory of the ball including: the type of golf club and ball used, impact angles, approach angle of the club to the ball (steep angle or not), lay/position of the ball and the type of shot the golfer wants to play.

While the forces encountered in the lower back during the different swings have not been quantified, anecdotal evidence proposes that the modern golf swing produces more rotational and extension forces in the lower back compared with the forces of the classic swing.\textsuperscript{24,49} The hyperextension of the reverse ‘C’ in the modern swing places more stress on the posterior elements of the lower back.\textsuperscript{37,49} These variables, along with a greater right-side compressive load at impact may potentially place the golfer using the modern swing at greater risk of back injury. There exists a need for targeted research into the forces experienced with the different types of golf swing used by today’s golfer. The incidence of lower back pain in professionals who use the modern swing compared with those who use the classic swing is unknown. Further investigation into the type of golf swing primarily used by golfers who suffer from lower back pain is required.

Recently, a variation of the modern and classic swing has been introduced to the game of golf. Some golf professionals are now tutoring a swing to golfers that is thought to minimise the impact of the hyperextended modern swing follow-through, while still retaining its power. The hybrid swing displays components of both the classic and modern golf swing.\textsuperscript{53,64} The backswing is similar to the modern swing, with a restricted hip rotation, while the follow-through position is similar to the classic swing, with a relatively neutral spine. Instead of the momentum in the follow-through being directed upwards, like the modern swing, the momentum of the hybrid swing continues to rotate to the left in the right-handed golfer. In doing so, the swing plane that results promotes the much sought-after draw shot, the slight right-to-left movement of the ball during flight. The purpose of the hybrid swing is that it may be prescribed as an alternative to the traditional and classic swings to assist in the rehabilitation of the injured golfer and prevent further injury.

While there are a number of epidemiological studies on golf injuries, none of the studies evaluates whether swing differences influence injury rates. Much of the evidence on which swing predisposes to injury is anecdotal and as such is merely speculation. Further investigation into the differences of the three different golf swings should be undertaken. Investigation into the comparative analysis of specific joint biomechanics (shoulder, elbow and spine in particular) and EMG studies on the shoulder complex and trunk musculature during the different swings are required to determine the most body-friendly golf swing. Further epidemiological studies should evaluate the use of the different golf swings among different populations (young, old, professional, amateur, etc.) to determine if a particular swing is a co-factor in injury. The information in this review is practical in nature and is aimed at providing the clinician with information that can be applied promptly to patients in their practice. It does not attempt to provide kinematic analysis of the two swings, though it concludes that further research into the different swings is required.
Conclusion

The golf swing has evolved over time as a result of a combination of advanced equipment, course design and human experimentation. The classic golf swing of old, which involved a large hip rotation accompanying the shoulder rotation and a forward momentum follow-through was replaced by the modern swing because of the increase in power and height of the ball achieved by the new swing. This swing was characterised by a restricted hip rotation with a similar shoulder rotation to the classic swing, causing a large torque between the hips and shoulder and a hyperextended torso in the follow-through (the reverse ‘C’). Because of the possibility that these features may predispose the golfer to lower back troubles, a third swing, the hybrid swing, has developed. The hybrid swing is being taught by some golf professionals as a balance between the power-potential of the modern swing and the ‘back-friendly’ nature of the classic swing, though no studies have so far been conducted on its efficacy. The hybrid swing is characterised by a backswing similar to the modern swing, but a follow-through position like the classic swing, that displays a relatively neutral spine. This swing is hypothesised to reduce the forces on the lower back and hence reduce the chance of golfers sustaining a golf-related lower back injury. While a number of studies have been conducted on the golf swing and its effects on the lower back, no study has evaluated the musculoskeletal effects of the different golf swings. Further investigation into the three golf swings, classic, modern and hybrid, is required to determine which swing is the most effective while also being friendly to the body. Such research will make possible the development programmes aimed at reducing golf injury rates, particularly to the lower back.
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